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Review Essay

Globalisation: Myth and Reality
Grazia Iefto-Gilliesl
markets and to the activities of transnational
companies (TNCs). The discourse on

Absfiact
The paper takes P Hirst and G Ihompson,
Globalization in Question (1996l as the bssis
for developing some argumenls on lhe
globalisation debate. Following a summary of
the book, the paper focuses on three poinls.
Firstly the need to divorce the issue of
globalisn from the issue of liheralism.
Secondly, the authors' theis that very little
has changed in the intemational scene in the
last few decades is criticised. It is argued that
the major changes are due lo the fact that
integration is now brought about by the
acfivities of transnational companies rather
than through those of uninational companies.
Moreover, the paper stresses that trade and
foreign direct invesfinent are complementary

globalisation is often linked, tacitly or
explicidy, to liberalism in a variety of ways
and in particular the following ones. (i) A
close association between globalibation and
do-regulation of markets in two respects.
Firsdy because de-regulation is likely to lead
to globalisation and secondly - and conversely

-

because it is claimed thai regulated
industries are barred from global markets.
This last point is used as an a.rgument for
further de-regulation. (ii) Globalisation makes
national economic govemance urmecessary/
undesirable/impossible. Globalisationleads to

and they are both controlled by

the

the efficient allocation of market resourc€s
world-wide, thus gov€rnance becomes
unnecessary as markets, in particular global
markets, become self-regulating and self-

transnationdl companies.

this

governed. Therefore regulation

From

and
government intervention in general, should be
minimised. Moreover, governance is

perspective, the major change is seen as due
to the fact that the nev integration process
takes on an ovnership ruthet than a teffitory

impossible for those activities whose
teffitorial span is wider than the one of

it is claimed that a
major qualitative change in the new
confguration. Thirdly,

governmental jurisdiction.

integration process is due to the dicholomy
between those actorc in the economic systems
that have transnational pou)el and those that
do not.

(iii)

Globalisation

inueases competition: as markets beoome
global, they also become more competitive
and efFrcient.
This paper is developed by taking Hirst and

Thompson's Globalization in Question (1996)

point (section two). Section tlree
of the issues raised in tho
book. Section four presents an allernative
view on internationalisationpatterns and their

1. Introtluction

as a starting

Globalisation has become the buzz word of
the end of the century, The nost common
usages of the Grm are in relation to fmancial

questions some
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irnplications for govemance. Conclusions are
in section frve,

2. Glohalisation in question
The focus of Hirst and Thompson's book is
govenumce and its feasibility in the face of
the so-called global economy. They write on
the very frst page 'A truly global economy is
claimed to have emerged or to be in the

process of energing, in which distinct
national economies and, therefore, domestic
stategies of national economic management
are increasingly irrelevant.' This new wodd
has as '...its principal economic actors and
major agerts of change fuly tratlsnational
corporations, that owe allegiance to no nation
state and locat€ wherever in the globe market
advantage dictates'

.

According to Hirst and Thonpson (H and
T) this world is a m1th, and the authors' aim
is to dispel the myth. 'The old rationalist
explanation for primitive myths was that they
were a way of nasking and conpensating for

hunanity's helplessness in the face of the
power of nature. In this case we have a m1'th
that exaggeratesthe degree of our helplessness

in the face of contemporary economic forc€s'

(p.6).
The authors emphasise that a high degree

of

intemational interdependence/integration is
nothing new. Large intemational flows of
goods, people, and financial capital have
existed for well over a century and national
economies have gradually put in governance
mechanisms to cope with these flows and
indeed take advantage of them. However,
what is new is the fact that integration is
increasingly taling the forn of foreign direct
investment (FDI) rafter than trado.
There are, according to H and T, major
qualitative differences in this new integration
trend which they see as increasingly linked to
FDI rather than trade. They analyse this issue
in relation to the three main regions clustered

around the EU, USA and Japan and make the
following points. Firsdy they note that:
'Broadly speaking, the intensity
the
members
relationship between the core
and
their regional clients is less in the case of FDI

of

than in the case of trade... . This is just
another way of saying that multilateral trade
integration is lower than is integration in the
case of FDI...'(p. 66). They draw two

implications

from this. One is

that

'.. "pmtectionist" sentiment on the part of the

different trading blocs and major states is
likely to be lower in the field of investment
than in the field of trade' (p. 66). The other
implication is that this sihration '...makes
investment potentially more liable to genuine
multilateral negotiations than is tade,..
Given that inv€shent is tending to displace
trade as the driving force of international
integration, the likelihood of competitive and
antagonisticallypoised hade blocs emerging is
reduced if this analysis is correct.' (p. 66)
The second major point is that the long-term
trend in FDI shows a high geographical
concentration with the largest share (some 75
cent) directed towards developed

per

countries. However, H and T note that,
contary to the unde ying kend, the early
1990s have shown an increase in the share of
inward flows to developing countries.
The authors then go on to erplore the
locatiolral pattem of the large MNCs/TNCs'
from the major developed counties and reach
the following conclusions,'Intemational
businesses are still largely confined to their
home territory in tefms of their overall
business activity; they romain heavily
"nationally embedded" and continue to be
MNCs rather than TNCs. This mears that it
is not beyond the powers of national
govemments io regulate these companies' (p.
98)3. A chapter on the developing countries
calls for intervention in order to achieve a
fairer share of resources, including FDI,
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between
counties.

the

staG can still play a signifrcant role in
goyernance at both the national and
intemational level. Secondly, govemments
will become involved in a new role: 'states
will come to firnction less as "sovereign"
entities and more as tlre compon€nts of ar
international "polity"' fu. 171). Thirdly,
though the stat6 has less control over
international markets and communication
media, it still 'remains a controller of its
borders and the movement of people across
ftem' fu. l8l).
The authors are keen to develop a view of
govemance that embraces a vadety of
instihrtions other than those of the stat€.

developed and developing

The last three chapters, prior to the
concluding one, are about governance, the
need for it and dre feasibiliry of it. The
authors make interesting concrete suggestions

on this topic. They highlight five levels of
operation of governance: (a) governance
between major nation states particularly at the

level of Europe, Japan and the USA; (b)
govemanc€ through the creation and
stengfiening of international regulatory
agencies such as tle WTO; (c) governance
within large eoonomic areas integrated by
trade and investnent (such as the EU or
NAFTA); (d) govemance at the national level
and (e) govemance at the regional level

Chapter eight contains

within nation states. The nation state is centual
to all levels of govemance; '...there are t}ree
key finctions it can perform which stem from

its role as orchestator of an

and guilds, for example) had existed in
complex and overlapping forms that made
parallel and often conpeting claims to the
same area ... Some would claim that the

distributional coalition which involves the
orcheshation of consensus around sustainable
distribution of incomes (wages, fividends)

expenfiture (consumption

period of the domination of the nation state as
an agency of govemance is now over and that
we are now €nt€fing a period when

versus

investment); (ii) the orchestration of social
consensus around major goals and in which
there is a balance between collaboration and
competition; (iii) ' . an adequate balance in

the distribution

of its [the state's]

govenmnce and territory will pull apad:
different agencies will contol aspects of
govemance and some important activities will
be ungovemed. This is questionable, but the

fiscal

resources and its regula!0ry activities bet'ween

the national, regional and mtnicipal levels
govemments.' (p. 147).

futeresting

Priot to the seventeenlh century, 'Political
authorities and other forms of functionally
specific governance (religious communities

economic

s within a given community.'(p.
146). The tlree key functions are the
following: (r) the construction of a
conseru

aad

an

discussion on the rise of national sovereignty
in history. The authors note that the strong
relationship between authority and territory the nation stat€ - is a relatively new concept.

nation state's claim

of

to

exclusivity in

govemance is historically specific and by no
m€ans foreordained' (p. 171)'. Thus
govemance can take place at various levels
and under the responsibility of various
regional, national or international institutions.
The nation states and their governments have
a pivotal role as 'suturers' of various levels of

Hirst and Thompson se€ the state as a
'pivotal institution' for the creation of the

for 'effective international
govemance' (p. 170). They make three main
points in support of this view. The first one
is the fact that the intemational economy is
not a globalized economy. This means that the
conditions

governance and

15-

policies. Moreover,

the
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nation states '..are still of central significance
because they are the key practitioners of the

art of

gJobalisation and, laissez-foire. Their book is
about questioning globalisation not about
questioning the link between globalism and
liberalism.
Unfortunately, one camot help feeling tlat
it may be enough for soneone tc bring in
nore evidence of globalism - or indeed of a
strong tendency iowards increase in globalism
- !o lead to the conclusion ftat govemance is
unfeasible/unnecessary or in the process of
becoming so. Their whole construct could
then easily collapse.

as the process of
power,
ordering other
distributing
govemments by giving them shape and
governrlent

legitimacy' (p. 190).
The advocates of the extre,me globalisation
- as H and T put it - or rather of the
thesis that globalisation eqtals laissez-faire as I prefer to put it - naintain that govemance
is unnecessary and un-feasible because of
global markets and their underlying forces and
because of the activities ard strategies of
TNCs. In this view, governance would be the
preserve of the global markets themselves.
Hirst and Thompson deny this thesis mainly
because droy deny that dre economic sSntem
has become global.
thesis5

Moreover, tlere are many problerrs with
their arguments and I will mention some of
them in this section. In the next section, I put
forward what I consider to be the key features

of

modern econonic systems where
MNG/TNCs are the dominant players in
economic activity. In this conGx! the
following issues will be reconsiderod and it
will become clearer why I see problems with
them and why I do not consider the link
between globalism and laissez-faire as

3. Globalisatian: some issues and questions
The book makes a signficant contribution in
the developnent of arguments about the need
for governance and indeed makes some very
useful concrete proposals. Particula y
interesting is the discussion on the various
layers of institutions and levels of policy, and
on the concept of the nations' govemments as
the 'suhrrer' and legitimiser of these vanous
layers and levels. However I f6r'nd myself in
less agreement on the thinking and process by

inevitable.

l.

which they arrived at the conclusion about the
need for govemance.
The book is centred around governance at

the macro level and its relationship with
globalisation. As mentioned in section one, a
possible interpretation of the relationship

2. Their data in chapter four gives a snapshot
at on€ point in rirne. They do not
analyse patterns tlmugh a long period of
time and thus fail to give the reader a

between macro governance and globalisation

is that governance is unfeasiblefimdesirable/

of

globalisation. The
authors reject this view on the basis that
globalisation is just a myth, it do€s not exist:
we are faced with MNCs not TNCs identified
according io their specifrc defmitions. They
nrmecessary because

never really question the

link

They concentrate predominantly on the
relative amount of activities of the MNCs/
TNCs within home counfy/core region.
The internationalisation issue is seen as
one of dichotomy between home/core
versus foreign activities with hardly any
discussion of other internationalisation
elements such as the overall geographical
spread of activities by companies.

dynanic analpis of intemationalisation,6

3.

between
:16-

The authors acknowledgethat considerable
amounts of integration /internationalisation
now takes plaoe via FDI rather than trade
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in
1990 the

and that this is considered to be the main

companies had a network

more than

qualitative change in intemationalisation.
However, the relationship between FDI
and trade is not properly explored.

countries;

corresponding

by

21

72.

percentage had increased to
Similar
results are shown by the analysis of values of

UK outward FDI for

manufacturing and
(letto-Gillies,
1996).8 Moreover, the
services
research activities by TNCs may also show a

4. They see conflicts of interests

between
countries which are large recipients of FDI
(the developed countries) and those that
are not; the standard North-South divide.

different trend from the one presented by
H&T. The OECD (1994) reports some
evidence that '..the proportion of R and D
carried out by foreign affiliates is tending to
increase steadily. ...' (p. 63)
On the quantitative side, there is little
doubt that the degree of intemationalization
has been increasing rapidly: greater spread of
activities, more collaborative agreements,
large and increasing cross-countries flows of
investment incomes, FDI over and above
trade. Indeed FDI ard trade are not substitutes
as H and T seem to imply all along. They are,
to a large extent, complementary. The
complementarity between tade and FDI may
be due to the ability of TNCs to exploit
foreign production locations as further
platforms for exports into new countries; it is

They do not seem to see how
transnationalism may generate further
divisions and conflicts by giving extra
power to some players and thus leaving
other players within the nation state with
relatively less power.
An alternative view on intemationalisMion
pattens and theb inplit:ttions for

4.

govefnflnce

The rapid changes in the intemationalization
and integration processes that are taking place

manifest themselves in quantitative and
qualitative pattems which are, of course,
closely linked. On the more quantitative side,
H and T may be right in claiming that the
majority of MNCs' activities are still homebased. However theh snapshot analysis does

also due to the fact that, whenever companies

follow

not allow us to consider properly trends
tlrough time. When long-term trends are
considered, the picture may look somewhat
different.

of

international vertical

they need to move

the

components - often on an intra-firm basis from country to country for further processing
and, finally, for market sourcing. Hirst and
Thompson seem to take the large share of
hade as signifoing that all is as in the past.
However, in the past, trade originated mainly
with uninational companies (UNCs). Now

I

Table shows that over a thirty year
period there has been a decline in the share of
affiliates located in the UK and an increased
share in other developed comtries.T Hirst and
Thompson's analysis by core regions does not

some 80 per cent

capture the fact that the overall network
spread of operations by country has increased
as is clear from table 2.

strategies

integration,

of

trade originates with

TNCs and the volume and pattem oftrade has
become almost a by-product of the volume
and structure of FDI. Thus the TNCS' power
and stake in the international economy have
increased in parallel with both FDI and ftade.
In fact the dichotomy integration via trade or
via FDI is a misplaced one. What is more

It shows that between

1963 and 1990, the largest UK TNCs in
manufacturing and mining have increased
their geographical network of operations very
considerably: in 1963 only 20 per cent of
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Table

l: Affiliates of the largest UK

TNCs in manufacturing and mining
by main areas. Percentage dishibution, 1963-90

Country/areas

Years
1963

1970

60

<tl

29

J)

l

l1

l0

l?

100

100

100

100

UK)
Developing countries
Total
AICs (excl.

l

1980

1990

53

JU

38

Source: Ietto-Gillies (1996), table 2, p. 202

Table 2: UK largest TNCs in manufacturing and mining. Network of affiliates abroad.

Total and percentage, 1963-90
Companies with networks in

Year rotal no. or rNCs ;ff"*oT"
1963
44
l0
23
1970
46
0
0
1980
56
|
2
1990
63
2
3
Source: Ietto-Gillies (1996), table

io

l,

6-20

countries

2l+

countries

25

%
Total
57920

t4

30

20

36

J.f

62

t6

25

45

72

Total

o/o

70

p.200

appropriate is
consider
dichotomy
between integration via activities of UNCs
(predominantly through trade) or via activities

principle: lhe ownership of assets forms the

of MNCs/TNCs (through trade and FDI

ownership interests of companies span over

a

FDI,
basis

as

well as other forms of business activities ard
international flows).
' When intemationalizationis predominantly

- than

to, are all

an

ownership

intemational integration. The
because

of

the

ownership configuration, there is a divorce
befween various aspects of production some
of which are related to the national territory
(such as production, employment, FDl-related
trade) and others (such as profits and some
balance of payments effects) to ownership. It
follows that, in the integration process based
on the ownership principle, the interests of

a

residence/territory principle applies by which
the location of the company, the generation of
its profits, its production. the employment it
creates, the balance of payments effects it

may give rise

for

mary nations. Moreover,

or entirely through trade - that is whenever
iniegration is through the activiti€s of

uninational companies

integration follows

players responsible for most productive
activities do not necessarily coincide tenitorially - with the interests of the overall

territorially

consistent. With intemational Droduction and
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of the reasons for the recent increase in FDI

country-nation-state.

Hirst and Thompson note the historical
relovanoe of dro coinoidence of territoriality
and authoriry of the State. Similarll we
might consider the era of national capitalism
as tle one in which there was tenitorial

in these regionsro. (ii)
concentration on the benefits

Excessive

of inwmd FDI

ignores the redistribution of resources that
takes place tlrough the flow of inveshent
earnings going in the opposite direction to the

coincidence between ownenhip and residence

FDI flows. In many host countries

in terms of the overall economic activities.
This era is now over. Thus, the need to

particularly in the developing countries - the
oudlow of €amings far outships any new
in{low of FDI.
There is a different type of dichotomy

consider the possible divergence between the
bormdaries of the state and of institutions of
governance is due to the fact that the activities
of MNCs/TNCs have already brought in a

divorce between the territorial sphere of
operations and interests of MNCs/TNCs and
that of the nation state and other players
within it. The pulling apart of govemance and
teritory noted by H and T is echoed by aad
connected to the pulling apart of ownership
and tenitoq/,
In summary, a relevant qualitative feature
about FDI is not so much that it shows a
growdr rate and a geographical pattern
different from trade. but that it leads to
integration that has an ownership rather than
territoriaUresidence configuration. Hirst and
Thonpson stess the North-South dichotomy
in the distribution of FDI and advocate a

more even distribution as

a

step forward

towards narrowing the gap between developed

and developing countries. The inequalities
between developed and developing countries
are of the utrost importance for both sets of

counties. However, it may be naive to think
that they can be solved by a different

of FDI. This is for
various reasons and in particularly the
following ones: (i) large and increasing
geographical pattern

of FDI are through mergers and
acquisitions rather ihan tlrough organic
growth and creation of new productive
capacity. The privatization programmes of the
1990s in developing countries are indeed one
amounts

totally overlooked

by H and T:

-

the

aslnmetrical position in which different
players in the economic system fmd
themselves. In the integration based on
ownership configuration, we have institutions

(the MNC*TNCS) whose interests, stratogies
and co-ordination span over many nations.
However, otler actors in the economic system
do not have such characteristics and power.
This meaas that their position is weakened by
their compmative lower level of intemational
integration. This may apply to governmenls
themselves, to labour organisations, to
consumers, to uninational companies. While
TNCs are able to plan, organise and control
internationally, these other players in the

economic system have not been so successful,
at least so far. In this sense, the key issue is
not whether there is globalisation in the
extreme forn, because there is not - other
than possibly in some fmancial markets - but
whether the quantitative and qualitative

changes

in trends and

patterns of

internationalization ard integration is such as
to create strong imbalances between the
various players. I believe this to be the case.
One indicator of internal integration across
counkies by TNCs is the level of intra-fkm
trade. This is estimated to be around one third
of total trade (UNCTAD-DTCI, 1995, table
1.13, p.37).tr Large and increasing inta-firm
trade is, of course, only an indication of

G leuo-Gillies

integration is now largely the prerogative of
large companies; that this trend is increasing
and likely to go on increasing; that other
players in the economic system are left behind
in the new trend and thus have relatively less
power vis-i-vis the MNCs/TNCs.

internal planning and co-ordination. More
inference can be drawn from direct studies of
behaviour of companies. One such study is
the survey of companies conducted by the
Industrial Relations Research Unit (IRRU) at
Warwick University in 1992. The survey

Does this mean that govemance is
or undesirable? No. on the
confary it is more called for in order to

relates to companies employing 1,000+ people

and with at least two operating sites in the
UK. An analysis of the results of this survey
is in Marginson et. al. (1995). Using a variety
of indicators, the researchers find evidence of

unnecessary

signifrcant intemal co-ordination across
a particular focus on the
of personnel and indusnial

current distribution of transnational power is
very unequal. This is a prcblem in itself. Hirst
and Thompson seem to think that states and
governments still have considerable say and
power over their citizens. They seem to place
value on a kind of negative aspect of what
governments can do; control the movements
of people across frontiers. We should instead
govemments
consider the possibility
empowering labour with
transnational

empower the other players with countervailing
power. Transnationalism gives power and the

counhies, with
organisation
relations.

Companies

that have access

to

comparatively higher levels of knowledge of
the conditions in different sites, that can plan
and control activities across rnany countries,
have advantages over other players. They can
use these advantages to develop strategies
towards rivals, labour, govemments. Cowling
and Sugden (1987:48) point out that TNCS
have detection power which they use to their
advantage particularly in relation 10 rivals.
'D€tection not only requires the interpretation
of information but also its collection and its
being made available to decision-makers'. A
similar point is made by Gray (1990 p. 84)
who writes: 'The availability of cheap global
information provides a new dimension to the
age-old problem
employer-employee
relationship and strengthens the hand of the
employer'. Dunning (1980) in his eclectic
approach to the explanation of intemational
production, considers multinationality as one
of the elemenis that enlarces ownershio
advantages. Some specific advantages of
mulrinationality towards labour are considered
in letto-Gillies (1992: ch. 14).
My conclusion would be that, whether we

of
a

organisation and consumers with
countervailing information and power. Thus

in order to
players
empower other
in the economic
systems as well as in ord€r to achieve othef
govemance becomes necessary

economic and social objectives.

Is

govemance feasible? Can

a

supra-

national governance institution be developed?
Can collaboration between govemments and

institutions

of

from various countries be

achieved? There are various elements that
militate in favow of positive answers to these
questions. The first one is the fact that the
ownership integration may be more likely to
lead to co-operation between govemmen8.
Companies which own part of their assets in

foreign countries will want theh assets
protected either through the processes of

vocabulary of

intemational politics or through force. One of
the most relevant fends in FDI is that it tends
to cluster in developed countdes both on the

globalisation or not, we camot and should not
close our eyes to the fact that intemational

inward and outward side: many developed
countries are, indeed, both home and host to

accept

the new buzz
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FDI or are rapidly becoming so. This may
have been the source of the collaborative
stance we have seen among developed
countries in the last few decades. It may also
have been one of the reasons for the postWorld War 2 peaoe among the developed

globalisation and laissez-faire is misplaced.

5. Conclasinns
Hirst and Thompson question the extent of

globalisation in order to arrive at the
conclusion that governance is both possible
and necessary. What they do not s€em to
question is the alleged link - prevalent in most
discourse on globalisation - between

countries-

Another reason is the fact that, in a world
in which international oligopolistic players are
large and few, it is possible for govemments

liberaiism and globalism.
Following a summary of H and T's book,
this paper focused on tkee points. Firsdy on
the need to divorce the issue of liberalism
from the one on globalisation. The two are
not and should not be linked together. Their
alleged link is only a political expedient by

to talk direcdy to

targeted companies. A
shonger awareness of the policies, strategies,

plans

by the two

sets of players - nay facilitate the

govenments and TNCs

implementation of strategies and may help to
lower uncertaintybarriers on both sides @oz,
1986). The wide degree of locational choice

those who want to se€ deregulation and
laissez-faire capitalism fully estatlished.
Secontlly, the authors' thesis that very little
has changed in the intemational scene, is

by TNCs and the relative foot-looseness
(mainly ex-ante, at the planning stage of new
it generates, may increase the
degree of uncertainty in nation states cr€ating
diffrculties for govemment policies, Similarly,
uncertainty in the macro environrnent may

investrent)

criticised,

hinder TNCs' activities. lndeed, one of dre
aims of governance should be to create a
stable macroenvironment in which the degree
of uncertainry faced by business is reduced. It
may, therefore, be in the interest of the
corporate sector as a whole as well as of other
players in the economic slstem, to achieve a
lower degree of rmcertainty through effective
govemance at the industry and nacro levels. 12
These dwelopments make transnational
govemance more feasible at least arnong the
developed countries. If it is possible to
orchestrate different layers

of

as

FDI

integrating tools

in the

hands of

MNCs/TNCs. In dris perspective, a major
qualitative change in the new integration is

the fact that internationalisation takes place
mainly by ownership oonfiguration ratler than

T
new

internationalised world economy (as H and

by residence/territoryconfrguration. However,

internationalisation based on ownership
contains stong seeds for more intemational
oollaboration and govemanco (as it is claimed

in dris paper) then the link

stress

the fact that trade and FDI should not be seen
as altomative integrating processes. In the era
MNCs/TNCs,
and trade are
complementary: thus they reinforce each other

increasing

show) and if, indeed, the

thouglt

of MNCs/TNCs is given. Moreover, I

and levels of

governance within an

My view is that,

gJobalisation in the exteme form and of all or
most markets, has not happened, it is wrong
to assume tlat all or nost is as it was decades
ago. There are some major quantilative and
qualitative changes in the new integration. On
dre quantitative side some evidence of longtern tends in the network sgead of activities

it is clained that this leads to a stonger
potential for international collaboration in
govemance at least among the developed
countries. This potential caa be further

between
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inconsistencies in H and T's analysis
including the 'flexible' definition ofhome
base. Home is sometimes considered to

reinforced by the fact that both TNCs and
govemments may have a common interest in
operating in a low-uncertainty environment.
Thirdly, it is claimed that the major
qualitative change in the integration process at
the hands of MNCVTNCs is not so much the

be the
4.

dichotomy between different areas - the
North-South divide - but the dicholomy
between different aciors in the economic

no longer say that how they treat their
inlabitants is solely their own business'.
(Fintan O'Toole, 1996).

Hirst and Thompson have made

a very useful
contribution in giving concrete suggestions for
different levels and layers of govemance.

5.

Hirst and Thompson cite Omahe 1990 and
1993 and Reich, 1992. While I agree with
their inclusion of Omahe, I am less sure
about Reich.

6.

To be precise there are two snapshots as
the different sets of data used refer to
1987 and 1992-93. However, the data sets
are not comparable, thus trends cannot be
asceftained even for this rather short and
recent pedod.
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company

is

'...based

companies. This, ofcourse, applies also to

those foreign counlries which

are

traditionally host to UK FDI. Therefore,

the

on

one
predominant national location (as with the

possible bias may

not

affect,

significantly, the underlying trend.

It

would, of course, be useful to have
estimates of the changes in the
geographical spread of TNCs' activities
for other countries as well. However, to
my knowledge, no comparable work
exists for other counfies. Vernon, 1979
estimates the changes in the spread of
activities for the larsest 316 US and

MNC)' or is '...genuine footloose capital,
without specifi c national identifi cation and

with an intemationalized management,
and at leas potentially willing to locate
and relocate anywhere in the globe to
obtain either the most secure or the

l)
3. Radice, 1996 points out

It can be claimed that companies based in
UK do not need to open new affiliates
in order to invest at home and that new
affiliates are more likely to be opened in
counhies new to investment by UK
the

Hirst and Thompson distinguish b€tween
MNCs and TNCs according to whether

the

is

reported to have stated that 'countries can

from globalisation to liberalism is a myh.
Govemance is both necessary and feasible.

2.

There are echoes of this position in &e
intemational political arena. For example,

the lrish President, Mary Robinson

system: those that have transnational power the large intemational companies - and those
that do not. Among the latter are labour and
labour organisations, consumers, UNCs and
governments themselves.
Is globalisation a mlth? No it is not: it is
a reality. However, the supposed link leading

1.

country/state, sometimes the

region.

highest reh:ms.' (p. I

some
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